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Trinity is thinking of YOU, with love

Bob & Helen Shirley & Marianne
with cards, gifts & cookies
Lutz, Dianne, Art, Helen & Tom
preparing for Drive-by visits with
balloons & signs
Deveda, Ron & Isabelle welcome
Saturday morning drive-by visitors

On Saturday, May 23, 2020, Trinity reached
out to many older folks who are isolating at
home during COVID -19. We connected
with 125 individuals through Drive-by Visits
and posters saying:
“Trinity is Thinking of You, With Love.”
(Continued on page 18)

‘A welcoming, caring family of faith, celebrating God’s love in Jesus.’

Core Value Statement 2008

Ministers’ Message
“From the rising of the sun to the place where it sets,
the name of the Lord is to be praised.” Psalm 113: 13 NIV
I’m watching the sun rise as I begin to share my reflections with you. There’s just something about a sun
rise and a sun set that settles my soul. Perhaps the rising of
the sun reminds me that life is a gift of God our Creator.
It’s been quite a journey for our world. The
psalmists once said it’s wise to count our days and I’m
actually not sure I want to know how many days we’ve
been living in this ‘liminal’ time but the experience is testing
all of us in terms of perseverance and trust in God. There’s
one thing we probably all agree on - life has changed.
Caution is our new norm as we gradually try our best to live
life with the virus Covid- 19. Suddenly a new awakening is
that we live in a world with a virus known as racism. The
last words of George Floyd, “I can’t breathe” as we watched
him being executed while being arrested, has shaken the
world to the core. The cries for change and the end to
police brutality is a turning point for our world. Racism calls
all of us to ponder deeply the privileges we take for granted every day. I am a white male with so much comfort
and privilege. The time has come for me to protest and speak up. The time has come for me to learn more about
what people of colour and indigenous individuals live with every day. A pandemic and a call for justice for all
people is truly a turning point for our world.
Isaiah 41:10 says “For I am with you; do not be dismayed. For I am your God. I will strengthen you: I will
uphold you with my righteous hand”. Faith tries to teach us that as much as our lives are upside down and crazy
there’s still a hand of love holding on to us with hope. God has made human beings incredibly resilient. Yes there
is suffering, loneliness, and even death, but there is still hope. Yes, there’s a worldwide movement to end racism
and there’s a worldwide effort to end this virus with a vaccine. We are living in a transformative time in history.
We are being challenged to think outside our boxes of what was ‘normal’ to risk in faith while still being careful
and cautious for the benefit of others and ourselves.
If this 2020 pandemic is teaching us anything, it's teaching us what is truly important in life. It’s suddenly
not so much the superstars of Hollywood or sports stars. Have you noticed how important your neighbours are?
How about the people who help with your groceries and care for us in our retirement homes and hospitals. How
about your family? I constantly listen on the phone to words of affirmation for the special ways Trinity is trying to
stay connected and care for our community and the wider world. Human relationships blessed by love from the
rising of the sun to the setting of the sun is the gift that really matters.
Beginning Sunday July 5th, Trinity will begin sharing a deepening of human relationships with Guelph
United Ministries. Together, Trinity with Dublin Street, Harcourt Memorial, Three Willows and Ecumenical
Campus Ministry will worship online for nine Sundays. Let’s pray for this joint effort as we pray for all faith
communities and our common goal to increase God’s love in our world. Finally, I believe our ‘online’ worship will
become a new normal so that everyone will remain connected whether you can attend worship on Sunday
morning or from the safety and comfort of your own home.
May God bless you and keep you.
Summer peace and hope,
Rev. John
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Chair of Council Communique…
I was shocked when I realized that this is my first message to
the congregation since becoming chair of council. The annual
meeting in February seems to have transpired so long ago.
The coronavirus has warped all sense of time; March was the
longest month on record!
Not surprisingly, the Trinity response to the COVID-19 pandemic has taken over the council agenda. It started with the
decision to cancel the worship service on March 15, followed
almost immediately by the decision to close our building until
further notice. Although the provincial government is permitting places of worship to reopen now, with strict limits on
the number of people who can be in the sanctuary, the Trinity reopening committee has wisely recommended that the building remain closed. It will be a daunting task to outfit the building, and to implement all the mandated protocols which will ensure a safe re-entry into the
church building.
In the meantime, we are finding new and innovative ways to stay connected. Our on-line worship services have been very well attended, and some programs have also moved on-line.
Sunday School and council meetings and Coffee Chats are being convened as Zoom video conferences. Modern technology has helped keep us connected, but low-tech solutions have
been just as effective. Trinity has a dedicated group making telephone visits, Sharon and
Heather are mailing printed copies of sermons and announcements to all who do not have
computers, and drive-by visits have been organized for special celebrations or a reminder that
"Trinity is thinking of YOU, with Love".
Another positive development is greater collaboration among the Guelph United churches.
None of us has any experience dealing with a pandemic. I have been working closely with the
board/council chairs from Dublin, Harcourt, and Three Willows. We are facing many challenges, requiring our collective wisdom and judgement. We are stronger if we all work together.
For the months of July and August, the GUM clergy will take turns delivering Sunday worship
services. Finally, there is an opportunity for everyone to participate in the GUM Town Hall
meetings hosted by Rev. Paul Miller. People can come and share their thoughts about how the
COVID-19 experience is changing their experience of church.
Like you, I am looking forward to the time when we can be together again. Take care and stay
safe.
Ken Chupa, Chair, Trinity United Church Council
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Reflections from Frontline Workers
As we live through the COVID pandemic, we must remember
that we are living through history. We were suddenly asked to
stop our daily lives, all that we know, for the good of mankind. And with limited information on hand, the world listened
and showed LOVE for one another. As a Registered Nurse at a
local hospital, I witnessed this LOVE first hand. As the pandemic hit our hospital, I watched our staff provide the same acts of
kindness they provide daily to their patients. They talk all day
to the patients’ families to provide as much comfort as possible
as they are unable to visit. I watched LOVE as the World came
together to LOVE, cheer, pray and mourn as we social-isolated
ourselves. Companies came together to build Respirators and
citizens from around the globe made hand sanitizer to give to strangers. Songs were sung from balconies
for all those stuck inside to hear. Messages of hope have been left at the doorsteps of Hospitals and
Health Care establishments. Health Care Workers postponed their retirement and others came out of
retirement to take care of the sick without assurance they themselves would be safe. Face masks are
still being made and distributed freely among Guelph residents and as the mandate to wear them inside
all Wellington county establishments holds firm. I also heard the World thank Health Care Workers.
You’re Welcome!
LOVE, A local RN.
Heather Lagassie is a 20 plus year employee with Zehrs, currently working as a cashier at the Zehrs on
Imperial & Paisley Roads. Heather says that most customers are patient and respectful . She says the
public is still learning about the virus and the “dos” and “don’ts”. Every business has their own rules depending on their size and what they are selling. Heather says she feels safe, for the most part, as she
feels her employer has put protocols in place to keep staff and customers safe.
Heather Martin works at the Homewood Health Centre here in Guelph as a nurse manager. During this
pandemic she has spent a lot of time bringing information to front line nurses and supporting them
through the stress of an ever changing way of life at work. She has supported patients as well in understanding the rules and restrictions that they have put in
place to keep us all safe. Patients are restricted to the property, can no longer
have passes and, like staff, have to wear masks within the building. She has also
had to learn how to do interviews by Skype and all meetings are now on the
phone. We now move forward into phase two of re-opening of the economy in
most of our province, however nothing is likely to change anytime soon at the
Homewood so Heather will continue to offer messages and support ongoing. It
has been stressful and trying at times, but she knows it is better stress than her
peers at GGH would be going through.
Heather takes the bus home but says it’s not too stressful as the buses are really
empty with much less riders than before the pandemic and pretty much everyone wearing a mask. Riders are entering through the back door. The limit was ten riders. Buses were free since March but that
got lifted last week. Signs are still posted to social distance.
(Continued on page 5)
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Our Gratitude List…


















(Continued from page 4)

To Ken Chupa for his leadership of council
during the challenging time, for his work in
getting our worship services online, for his
ongoing maintenance and updating of the
website, and for his efforts in collaborating
with the other Guelph United Churches.

Rob Cunnington says that while he is not technically
a “front line” worker, he does work at the local Public Health Unit with many folks who you would consider as such.
In the Finance Department where Rob is, they are
indirectly working on the COVID-19 response to track
the staffing on supplies, purchases and costs of the
To Kathy Stephens and her team for their
pandemic. They have spent close to $1 million up to
incredible sale of meat pies. Over 600 in
the end of May on our response, including both the
just a few short days!
salaries and benefits of staff overtime and extra staff
To Wendelin Galatianos and her creative
hired to help out, and the specialized supplies (PPE)
that we deliver to many organizations to facilitate
sharing of Celebration Time and weekly
social distancing and virus tracing.
Zoom Children’s programming.
His Finance staff have been working hard to continue
To Dianne Butzke who resumed the sale of
to do what they normally do…but the added comGift Card sales offering delivery as well!
plexity of the pandemic response has certainly made
To Kathy Stephens for coordinating the dis- things very busy and somewhat stressful for all intance drive-by visits and to Dianne Butzke volved. He respects those who are more involved in
the direct response with patients and others severely
who worked with Kathy in the planning.
impacted by families with the virus…it is indeed a sinTo the team who recorded meditations to ister one.
share on the website… Kathy Stephens, Ann
Ann Osborne - This time of quarantining and isolating
Osborne, and Dianne Butzke.
has been, for Ann, about so much more than just
To Hal Osborne & John Bye for their leader- staying safe and well. In her practice, she works with
ship of the Re-opening Committee. A great clients on the emotional, mental and spiritual aspects
deal of planning will go into our safe return. of this time, and helps them to find not only strategies for coping but also meaning in their experiences.
To Ron McMillan for his ongoing care and
The greatest concern she hears is, “How do I deal
maintenance of Trinity.
with the constant unknown? Everyone responds to
To Drew who has taken care of the building times like this in their own way. Some found it hardest at first and have now settled into a routine that
during the closure.
they can live with. Others are finding it harder as
To Sarah Pell for her assistance with Zoom
time goes on. Even the gradual reopening feels rejutraining and instruction.
venating to some and terrifying to others.
To our phone team who are staying in con- Throughout this time, Ann has have been very busy –
an indication of the great impact that this time has
tact with Trinity members by phone.
had. At the same time, she have not had to wonder
what to do with all the extra time – because there
wasn’t any!
Ann’s hope is that humankind can remember and retain the experience of this time, and the ways it has
called all of us to look at what truly matters, to help
us create a better world as we move forward!
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Rev. Gaylyn’s 25th Anniversary of Ordination Reflection
The Congregation of Trinity United Church congratulates Reverend Gaylyn McLean on the 25th
Anniversary of her Ordination. Recently JoAnne Angle asked Gaylyn some questions about Ministry and these are her responses:
What made you decide to go into ministry?
I’ve been a part of the church my whole life. My mother’s family was Baptist and that’s where I
began in the church. When I was about seven we started attending the United Church and I
attended C.G.I.T. . When I was a teenager, we moved to
Mississauga and started attending Erindale United Church
where I practically lived for the next four years. I belonged to the youth choir, church band, drama group,
Allin & Leslie Brown
taught Sunday School, was a Youth Rep on the church
council and preached my first sermon. A small faith group
gathered weekly throughout that time and I was the
youngest member. The other members, from their 30s
to70s, all strongly influenced me on my journey of faith
so while I was in my first year of university in a fine arts
program, I wrestled with what I felt God calling me to do. I volunteered in a daycare, I shadowed a primary school teacher, I volunteered in the local hospital and worked two summers in
the hospital where I was intrigued by the work of the chaplain. By the second semester, I
Kathy Cross
switched to a religious studies & philosophy degree.
Was there a person who inspired you to hear your call?
Two of my ministers at Erindale United strongly influenced me, as well as the faith group members. Rev. Charlie Miller led my confirmation class and youth group and was an exceptional
preacher. Rev. Bob Giuliano, another brilliant, almost prophetic preacher, mentored me and
helped me articulate my call to ordained ministry. I also remember a retired Scottish minister
who led one of the Bible camps I attended when I was younger and he made a strong impression on me through his faith expressed in bible studies and prayer time.
JeffWhat
& JendoGrimes
you remember about the day of your Ordination? Where was it?
Honestly, it was a whirlwind. It was held at McMaster University and Rev. Bob Hyde, father of
E.C.M.’s chaplain Andrew Hyde, ordained both Emmie Beauchamp and me so ironically many
Trinity members were in attendance. I’d been working for the year post graduation with a congregation in Burlington, Port Nelson, newly married with a blended family of five children 5-30!
I remember it being important for my children to stand with me since I felt we’d been on this
journey together. My time at school while they were in daycare, our evenings at home when
I’d sit and do my homework while they were in the bath or weekends when they’d be playing
at the playground and I’d be sitting on the park bench doing my reading. I remember one day
trying to explain to my 3 and 5 year old about my upcoming ordination, becoming a minister
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

and working in the church. My daughter looked
up at me with big eyes and a concerned expression on her face and asked “Will you still be our
Mommy?” So you can understand why my family has always been a priority!
You have a beautiful white stole. Is there a special significance to it?
I had a set of stoles made for me by a wonderfully gifted liturgical fabric artist from Erindale.
She made me four based on the four seasons of
the church year with a theme printed on each. Ordinary Time (green) “Follow Me”, Lent
(Purple) “Forgive Us”, Pentecost (red) “Inspire Us” and Holy time (white) “Bless Us”. I have a
second white stole that I purchased from Catholic nuns when I was studying in Jerusalem. It
has the Celtic cross cross-stitched on it. For me it was significant in honouring women’s ministry, art and gifts that are not always recognized so it’s very special to me.
What churches have you served in?
I did two field placements before ordination, a three point charge up in Englehart, Charlton
and Earlton, Northern Ontario and Maple Grove United in Oakville. Before and after ordination I served at Port Nelson United Church, Carlisle Kilbride United and St. Paul’s, Milton
where I first worked with Rev. John Benham. Most of my ministry has been in teams, which I
enjoy, for its collaborative nature and better balance for me with my family life.
What joys have Ordination brought to your life?
Besides the wonderful opportunity to meet so many different people and the privilege to walk
with them in some of the most significant moments of their lives, such as weddings, baptisms,
times of grief, I have always so appreciated the spirit of welcome and hospitality that I have
received in the different communities in which I’ve served. I also spent a year in Goose Bay,
Labrador working in a group home for young offenders. Again far from what was familiar to
me, but so appreciated the experience and welcome of many kind, faithful people.
What do you like to do to relax?
I love to read. I could happily sit for hours with a stack of books and a good cup of tea. C. S.
Lewis wrote: “You can’t get a cup of tea big enough or a book long enough to suit me.” I’d
have to agree! To me a good book can be as good as a vacation. I particularly like historical
fiction. I also enjoy my daily walks with Gracie and I love being in the outdoors. My favourite
walk is along the Speed River. I find it so calming and it feeds my soul. I love being at a cottage
for the same reasons. I must confess that I am a bit of an HGTV addict as well. Something
about restoring and bringing to new life that which had become obsolete or no longer life giving; I think there’s a spiritual theme there!
(Continued on page 8)
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You were inspired by your walk on the Camino. Are there other adventures you’d like to try?
I’ve heard that the Lake District in England has some beautiful trails and I’m a fan of Beatrix Potter.
Much land in that area has been preserved from development. I’d love to walk the Camino again
and some other routes perhaps through Portugal. My daughter will likely end up living in Nairobi,
Kenya so I believe I will have to make at least one journey there! I don’t really like flying so I promised I’d do that trip once then we can meet half way other times!
What do you expect “going to church” to be like after Covid-19?
After the events these past weeks that have so highlighted the ongoing reality of racism not only in
the States but here in Canada, I can’t help but feel that the focus of our church and people of faith
needs to continue to be “outside” our normal routines and traditions. We are a part of that history
of racism, particularly with our past actions against Indigenous people. I feel that it can no longer
be a “part” of our outreach but equality and justice for all needs to be our central focus. If not, I feel
we are perpetuating a privileged expression of faith at the expense of our sisters and brothers. Jesus’ great commandment was that we love one another and that is expressed in feeding the poor,
housing the homeless, caring for the sick, visiting the incarcerated. I heard a black bishop speaking
about a time of Lament that we need to experience. And then we need to act to make changes in
the five key areas of “sin” or “brokenness”; Racism, Poverty, Ecological Devastation, Health care &
false narrative of white nationalism (our colony history). That is the spiritual crisis of our time, how
do we find forgiveness and act in ways that will really change/heal these areas of societal and
sometimes “church” wrong doing? To me these are questions of faith for our church today that we
need to ponder. And the Covid-19 pandemic has brought so much of that to light. It’s not about
getting back to normal. There is much handwashing to be done but I think it relates to some of our
own sin and brokenness that we need to address as a church. I have hope and faith that we can do
that.
Generally what do churches need to do to stay alive in the future?
As said above, I believe we need to move more into our neighbourhoods, out of our church buildings and begin to see more clearly where the needs are and how we can best address them. We
need to listen to our neighbours and strangers and people different from us to understand their
experiences. We need to stand up for our environment and speak against those systems and policies that are devastating to our planet and our people. We need to think less of personal/ individual salvation and work toward justice, mercy and kindness for all.

DO YOU HAVE KEYS TO TRINITY?
Many issues need to be reviewed regarding the reopening of Trinity. Our concern for health and
safety is our top priority. We realize that there are many keys in circulation to the Trinity building.
In order to maintain high levels of sanitation, we must temporarily restrict access.
If you have a key to the Trinity building, we are requesting that all church exterior door keys be
returned no later than July 1; staff and some essential workers exempted. If you are a key holder,
please place your key in an envelope with your name on it and drop it in the mailbox slot at Trinity. The keys will be re-issued as needed. If you are unable to get to Trinity, please call the office
(519-824-4800 ext.1) and leave a message. Arrangements will be made to pick up your key.
Thank you for your understanding and co-operation.
The Re-opening Team
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Trinity Building NOT reopening at this time.

URGENT UPDATE AND CAUTION
Re-opening Team:

John Bye (Co-Chair), Hal Osborne (Co-Chair), Ken Chupa,
Rev. John Benham, Ron McMillan, Jo-Anne Angle and Sharon Huska.

With the recent announcements from the Ontario Government about churches reopening,
we are cautiously optimistic about the slow reopening of Trinity sometime in the future.
At this time, we are still under government restrictions as to usage and capacity within our building. Social distancing recommendations remain in
place. Attendance at any worship service would be
severely limited.
Our commitment to the congregation’s health and
safety is still our #1 priority.
The Trinity building does not easily lend itself to social distancing. Our hallways are narrow,
and our meeting rooms are small. Each of the aisles in the sanctuary, including the center
aisle, are less than 2 meters wide. The kitchen remains closed and off limits. Sanitation protocols in the washrooms are not easily facilitated with usage by a crowd.
Face masks/shields will need to be worn by ALL, throughout your time in the building. There
can be NO congregational singing at this time. Our experience of worship would be very
different.
The recommendations of the Trinity Reopening Team is that we move forward cautiously, and
maintain online worship for the summer months as planned, as we work to implement all the
necessary protocols and guidelines from public health to ensure everyone’s safety. Entering a
new “NORMAL” is going to be a slow, gradual learning process. There are no immediate plans
to return to larger, public gatherings of any kind. Current guidelines are a road map, not a calendar. The other United Churches in Guelph are following similar approaches.
The following quote is by Bishop Karen P. Oliveto of the United Methodist Church.
"WE DO NOT WANT ONE SINGLE CASE OF COVID-19 TRACED TO ONE OF OUR CHURCHES BECAUSE WE DID NOT CARE FOR THOSE WHOM JESUS LOVES".
We shall continue regular information updates as things evolve.
Hal Osborne and John Bye, For the Trinity Reopening Team
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TRINITY’S FINANCIAL SIGNPOSTS
Signposts point the way or direction

DIFFERENT TIMES—DIFFERENT WAYS
Now significantly affect our ability to identify and predict our financial Signposts which can
point our way.
Importantly, there is some good news amidst all of this!
Your traditional support, generosity and willingness to use new methods of payment
strongly suggests that Offerings will be maintained. This is key as they are our largest
and most reliable source of revenue at $265,000.
Government Subsidies will provide $36,000 to support our Ministers and Staff in tirelessly
innovating and preserving our Worship, Pastoral Care and Trinity Way of Life often with
online services and communication.
The serious challenges arise from the interruption of most Rentals and Fundraising which
usually augment offering income by $95,000 or 35%. Some was received before lockdown but
there remains so much uncertainty for the Fall and Public Health safeguards that resumption
cannot be assessed.
However, a clear direction for the original Budget Deficit of $43,000 is to increase. Probably in
the range of plus $20,000 to 25,000, to $63,000 to $68,000.
Signpost Data:
Offerings: to May are running $3,000 or 3% above 2019 and the Budget
Fundraising: all events have been cancelled but, happily, early Pie Sales and the continuation of Gift Card Sales on line has helped. Our major event, the Holly Fair Bazaar,
still looks precarious although much thought is being given to other possibilities.
Expenses: have been well controlled and discretionary expenses frozen. Lower building activity, Utility costs and Youth Program cancellations have saved $25,000. However,
some additional expenses are expected from Re-opening and Public Health conformance
Cash Flow and Reserves: remain adequate
Signpost Action:
Offering:
If you have not yet done so, please consider the new ways of getting your continued
financial support to Trinity:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mail or Drop Off a cheque in Trinity United Church mailbox. (Sorry, no cash,
please)
Pay in Advance for several months, all 2020 or beyond
Join PAR (Pre-Authorized Remittance)
Use email money transfer (e-Transfer)
(Continued on page 11)
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Option 3 can be arranged with Heather Husnik-Osborne (519) 824-4800 then press 4, or
send an email to office@trinityunitedchurch.ca. She will give you simple Step-By-Step
assistance in setting up PAR for your monthly offering (must be arranged by the tenth of
the month for the present month withdrawal to start).
Option 4 is available to those who have online banking. Add Trinity United Church as a
recipient for email money transfers (e-Transfer). Please be sure to specify Trinity United
Church as the name of the recipient, and email address as
office@trinityunitedguelph.ca Your donation/offering is automatically deposited into
Trinity's General Bank Account.
Summer Interruptions: during the upcoming Summer months please try to maintain
your financial support as Trinity offers a 52-week ministry costing about $40 per
week, per regular giving household
Gift Cards:
TUC earns about 5% on these very convenient ways to pay for your essential food and
other purchases without having to use cash. After an initial pause, the Avgen Gift Card
Sales are back in business! Kathy Stephens has taken over for Dianne Butzke in this
vital fundraiser. Email kathyrobertstephens@gmail.com or call her at 519-829-9622 with
your order for Gift cards:
• Metro/Food Basics in denominations of $50 and $100.
• Sobeys/Fresh Co in denominations of $50 and $100.
• PC/Zehrs/No Frills in denominations of $50, $100, and $250
• Email or call Kathy for availability of other gift cards.
Pickup at 26 Dalebrook Place, Guelph or a Delivery option is also available. Dianne set
up a team of folks who are ready to help you.
Payment by cheque payable to Trinity United Church or by e-transfer for those who
have online banking by adding Trinity United Church as a recipient for email money
transfers (e-Transfer). Please be sure to specify Trinity United Church as the name of
the recipient and the email address office@trinityunitedguelph.ca & please note that the
funds are for “Gift Card” sales for easier tracking.
We hope that these Signposts will reinforce the belief that Trinity will get through this
time apart together! To do this with the lowest cost as possible is the best protection we can
provide to our Trinity Ministry Way of Life, support our dedicated Revs. John & Gaylyn along
with our lay staff both now and well into the future.
We wish you and your loved ones a healthy, safe and happy Summer
Your Finance Committee

Next newsletter submission deadline... August 23rd, 2020
Please email submissions to info@trinityunitedguelph.ca
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A Call Out and A Call to Action
How can we respond to the violence and injustices of racism? A start is through education.
Brendan Johnson, the Executive Director of the Guelph Neighbourhood Support Coalition shared
the article below which has links to further reading so that we can start or continue
this education process. Thank you Brendan.
Mark Rye
Are all white people racist?
For most of my life I would
have answered no. Some
were, for sure, and I thought
it was pretty easy to spot who
they were. I also thought I
Sarah
Pell
lived
in &
a country that didn’t
Alex
Stewart
have the problems that other
countries had with racism. I
was living in my cocoon of
privilege. How could I have
been so blind to what was actually happening in the world
and in my own backyard?

Thousands gather for Guelph Solidarity Protest to support

Black Lives Matter downtown Guelph June 6
Since racism is not innate it
needs to be learned and it starts
at an early age for white people. Let me use myself as an example. My schools were led by
white people creating curriculum and teaching us. The stories and histories that I was taught
were from a colonial white perspective - that we discovered Canada, that we created a country
that didn’t exist before we arrived. They completely erased the thousands of years of Indigenous existence that preceded our first contact. I was intentionally not taught about The Indian
Act, residential schools (or prisons or labour camps as they should be called), or the sixties
scoop. Nor was I taught about Japanese Internment Camps or the Chinese head tax. I was
taught a little bit about Black slavery in the United States but nothing about slavery in Canada.

In my everyday life I saw white politicians, police officers, prime ministers, judges, CEOs, dentists, doctors, faith leaders, nurses…. In movies and on TV the stars were all white. There was
no representation of diversity except to perpetuate racist stereotypes. Our newspapers and TV
newscasts were white owned, and the people preparing the news and the on-air people were
white. Laws were made by white people and enforced by white people. Everything was filtered
through a white lens. I was taught explicitly and implicitly that white was the normal. If you
weren’t white (and straight) how could you see yourself flourishing or mattering if you could
literally not see yourself reflected positively in your society? How could you imagine or expect justice, equity, access to equitable health care, or for any system to support you? You
(Continued on page 13)
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could see how racism becomes the default for white people. That doesn’t excuse racism, but
you have to see it and accept it to move forward. I consider myself a recovering racist because
it takes diligence, dedication, and commitment to keep dismantling racism in myself and in
my community.
Reflect on your own experiences and I doubt they are radically different. This isn’t the whole
story by far but hopefully you are seeing the many layers that create a racism that infects us
all. Racism is the violence inflicted upon and the murder of Black people but it is more than
that. It is a wide spectrum of actions and inactions, such as letting a racist comment slide or
turning off the news when you have had enough. A very current example of racism is the
Premier saying that our country does not have the same ‘systemic, deep roots’ of racism like
the US. This statement discounts and erases all of the experiences and history of racism and
oppression in Canada and is meant to comfort white people. It is saying ‘don’t worry, you
aren’t so bad.’
So, what do we do as white people? Open your heart and mind to the ways in which you have
benefited from and perpetuated racism. Then it takes dedication and commitment to learn
from the voices of Black, Indigenous, and marginalized communities and unlearn all the lies
that you were taught. Talk to your white friends and family. Have the difficult and uncomfortable conversations. Change cannot happen in silence. We may lose people in our lives but
that is the sacrifice that we need to make. It is the very least we can do. Our lives are not on
the line. But learning without action is still condoning and upholding these systems of oppression. To do nothing is to turn your back on other humans, murder and genocide. We don’t
want to live in a world where some people live in fear every single day. We want to live in a
world where love and compassion drive our actions. A world where we see and celebrate
difference and don’t criminalize, pathologize, and commodify it. This is possible but as white
people the weight and burden of change is on us. When confronted with racism and your own
complicity don’t deflect, deny, minimize, excuse, or equivocate. Listen, learn, and do better.
We all need to be anti-racists, to actively denounce racism, call it out whenever we see it
whether at work, or a backyard party and to actively dismantle racist systems that center
whiteness and white lives. The time for action was always, but now is a good time to start if
you haven’t yet. This is life and death.

You can show your solidarity and commitment to anti-black racism. Visit the Guelph Black
Heritage Society and donate if you can, seek out Black-owned businesses and shop there, or
spend some time reading about Anti-black Racism.

I understand that I will
never understand,
however I stand.
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What it Takes...to make a successful Garage Sale
Much time and effort goes into many projects and events in the name of Trinity.
In this issue, Ron McMillan shares What it Takes to have a successful Garage Sale.
Ron McMillan has been involved in Trinity’s garage
sales since 1993. In 1993, the Property Committee
organized a garage sale in the gravel parking lot by
Trinity House. The sale mainly consisted of selling
the Trinity office furniture, as the office and other
areas were having a major renovation. The sale remained in the parking lot for a couple of years. Bad
weather was forecasted one year and the sale was
set up in the gymnasium (Trinity Hall). We realized
having the sale inside allowed us to have the sale in
April or early May. With cooler temperatures outside, buyers would stay longer. Trinity has one of
the first spring garage sales each year in Guelph.
Up to thirty to forty bargain hunters each spring would line up early at 6 a.m. to be one of the first
inside when the door opened at 7 a.m.
Buyers made comments like “the biggest and best garage sale in Guelph” which was reassuring that
we had a sale that would continue for many years. In the 1990s we would fundraise $1,000 to
$1,800 each spring. We pack up unsold items and donate to charitable organizations.
The amount of donated items to be sold increased steadily until 2016 when up to 65 tables in Trinity
Hall were entirely full and the storage shed was still over half full. Ron suggested having a fall sale in
September, 2016 on Friday afternoon and Saturday morning. This continued each year until now.
Since we have had two garage sales per year, we have raised between $4,600 to a maximum of
$6,081 each year.
At the 2018 spring sale, 85 people lined up before the doors opened at 3 p.m. on Friday during a
freezing rain and ice storm. That is the dedication of our buyers.
The last couple of years, meat pies and jewellery have been sold with the money going towards the
Holly Fair fundraising. Gingerbread House preschool sells sweets and treats at our sale as a fundraiser for their playground improvement project.
Each garage sale starts nearly a day or two after the last sale. Ron does pick ups throughout the
year, if space is available, for those not able to store items themselves.
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 14)

Sale pickups, organizing, sale signage, table set up and sorting, repacking and clean up takes
Ron 50 to 60 hours for each sale. The 15 to 20 other volunteers spend varying amounts of
time from 5 to 20 hours depending on their availability.
The number of pickups Ron does for a sale varies
from 10 to 18 with up to 250 to 300 kms driven.
He enjoys seeing what people have donated such
as small furniture, china, glassware, books, records, pictures etc. especially the three 75+ year old
typewriters.

July 22-26 pm
FULL

One of the Garage Sale treasures!
When Covid-19 hit and the staff had to move
their offices into their homes, I was thankful that
I had purchased this as a gift for my husband and
had access to the latest technology! (Sharon)

Ron has met many friends over the years while
picking up their treasures during a short pickup
along with a 15 to 30 minute chat. He is still in
contact with many of them regularly. This is his
personal outreach and pastoral care for his special
Trinity members.

Thank you to all the volunteers who have made the
sales a success. Ron thanks Sharon Huska who
takes many phone calls and questions as well as
looking after the promotion and advertising of these sales.
It took the Covid-19 global pandemic to cancel both our Trinity garage sales for 2020.

Cancelled for 2020!
The Property Committee has decided to cancel the Trinity fall garage sale that was scheduled
on September 25th and 26th, 2020.
We feel we can not meet the many restrictions that would control the sale such as size of
gathering and physical distancing with the number of people that attend our huge garage sale.
We thank everyone who has contributed sale items each year and those who volunteer to
help before and during the sale to make it a huge success each year.
We hope the Trinity garage sale(s) return next year in 2021.
We would appreciate if people could store sale items until we do have a sale but if storing is
not possible, please contact Ron at 519 830 6078.
Arrangements can be made for a pickup but storage space is very limited at Trinity.
Submitted by Ron McMillan
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Onsite Summer Camps cancelled this summer. Virtual VBS available.
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(Continued from page 1)

Trinity is thinking of YOU, with love

The message was clear, connecting safely, sharing a card and a gift, supporting each other and
providing smiles and laughter! Folks were told to expect a Surprise between 10:30 and 11:30
am and to be at their window driveway or porch, and they were there! The 18 volunteers congregated in 6 groups of 3 cars, and respecting guidelines ... no more than 5 people in each
group and Social Distancing, to prepare, in 3 locations, with staggered times, each group driving by residences of 8-15 individuals in their homes with vehicles decorated with streamers
and balloons and hand crafted signs ... “Trinity is Thinking of YOU, with Love.” The gift Butterfly or windmill symbolized hope, renewal, and beauty for everyone, simply to say, “We CARE!”
These comments were shared:
“There were tears, distance hugs, smiles, waves, and laughter ... all saying Trinity Cares.”
“You made my day, Trinity! So special! Thank you!”
“Trinity friends, you have no idea how much it meant to me to have you Drive-by today!
I had made a sign! “Trinity Rocks!”... That means YOU! Blessings!”
To everyone ... those who we visited and to our Volunteers, “Thank you!”
“You Make a difference!”
The Sunday School made & delivered cards to remind members that

“God is With Us, Rain or Shine”
Here’s a note that one of our members sent to Paiton and the Sunday School class:
I have a very old bear and he has been sitting in my window for the whole isolation time, and he
is so happy to share your card with all the people that walk by my house who want to spy
something different! Thank you!

Thank you to our Sunday School students
for bringing sunshine to our day!
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In order to access the Sunday services, look
for an eblast each Sunday similar to what we
you receive now. Ken Chupa sends these
eblasts and will attempt to continue to do
so.

Summer Joint Worship Schedule:
We are pleased to be joining with our fellow
Guelph United Churches for joint online services
this summer. The schedule will be as follows:
July 5
July 12
July 19
July 26
August 2
August 9
August 16
August 23
August 30

Three Willows –
Sue Couillard and Linda Paul
Harcourt – Rev. Miriam Flynn
Dublin – Rev. Bruce Dickson
Trinity – Rev. John Benham
Dublin – Rev. Bruce Dickson
Harcourt – Rev. Jim Ball
Trinity – Rev. Gaylyn McLean
Three Willows – Rev. Mary Elliott
Ecumenical Campus Ministry –
Andrew Hyde

OR look for the banner on the Trinity website with the link to the GUM YouTube channel. That link will be to the channel, not to a
specific service. You will simply click on the
relevant video to start the service.
The August 30 service will be livestreamed.
We will need to provide instructions for
those who wish to view the livestream. The
recorded service will be on the GUM
YouTube channel like the other services,
after the livestream.

Working together, in faith and in action.
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Ministry and Personnel Update
Submitted by JoAnne Angle, Chair of M & P
Since the Pandemic emergency was declared, all our staff have
faced challenges during their work. We thank them for all their
hard work keeping people informed and cared for. We continue
to support our staff and volunteers in the time ahead.
Our custodian, Drew Goff, will be ready to start the next chapter
of his life as he prepares to attend College in Lindsay in the Fall.
He expects to finish working for us near the end of August. We
thank him for all his hard work and wish him well.

Good luck Drew!
Wishing you all the best!

All the Trinity email addresses are
@trinityunitedguelph.ca,
i.e. info@trinityunitedguelph.ca

Sewers Needed
Face Masks/shields will
need to be worn by ALL
when we reopen.

Staff: rev.john
rev.gaylyn
sharon
andrea

Here is how YOU can help.
We are looking for people
to sew cloth masks to be
distributed to our members for use at Trinity .
We can provide a pattern;
the link attached is a video
with simple instructions:
https://gghfoundation.ca/fggh-sewing-maskchallenge/

Office:
info (to Sharon)
office (to Heather)
childrensprograms

Please email Sharon at info@trinityunitedguelph.ca
if you can help with this project.

Committees:
council (to the Co-Chairpersons)
finance, treasurer
property
accessibility
avbooth
webmaster

MINISTERS: Rev. John Benham, Rev. Gaylyn McLean,
MINISTER OF MUSIC: Andrea LeBlanc
CHURCH OFFICE CO-ORDINATOR: Sharon Huska , BOOKKEEPER: Heather Husnik-Osborne
CUSTODIANS: Drew Goff & Cindy Stevenson
400 Stevenson St. N., Guelph, ON N1E 5C3 l Phone: 519-824-4800 l Fax 1-888-233-1862
Email: info@trinityunitedguelph.ca l Website: www.trinityunitedguelph.ca
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